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This article presents a practice perspective of mathematics pedagogy and mathematics learning by 

considering the interconnections between how developing a mathematics identity is bound up with the 

sayings, doings and relatings one experiences in everyday, ordinary classroom mathematical 

encounters. Broadly, mathematics education is fundamentally about stirring students into 

mathematical practices. In schools, doing mathematics is generally encountered in and through 

pedagogical practices that constitute lessons. Lessons, and the practices that compose them, create 

conditions for identity formation; thus one with a mathematical identity is someone who engages in 

mathematical practices. These practices are nuanced and site based. Considering the situatedness of 

lessons is an ontological view of mathematics education, and as such, offers an alternative view to the 

pervasive epistemological perspectives on mathematics learning, teaching and identity. To argue for a 

practice understanding of mathematics learning and identity development, practice theory is utilised 

as an analytic frame to examine empirical data from a primary school mathematics lesson. Findings 

delineate the ways that learning arises from being stirred into the characteristic site based practices, 

and mathematical identities are expressed in and, at the same time, exert pressure on the sayings, 

doings, and relatings encountered in lessons. From this, we argue that it is important that students 

engage in explicit substantive mathematics practices if they are to develop positive mathematical 

identities. 

Keywords: identity, learning practices, mathematics practices, practice architectures, stirring into 

practices 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In education in general, and specifically in mathematics education, there seems to be a growing 

interest in the concept of identity vis-à-vis learning (Sfard & Prusak, 2005). Darragh (2016) presented 

an overview of research on identity in mathematics education and suggested that it fell into five broad 

definitional categories; “participative, narrative, discursive, psychoanalytic or performative” (p. 24), 

and Grootenboer, Smith and Lowrie (2006) noted that “three views of identity appear to be 

particularly influential: (1) the psychological/developmental; (2) the socio-cultural; and (3) the 

poststructural” (p. 612). These views are epistemological in nature, and to varying degrees shed light 

on identity in mathematics education. However, Sfard and Prusak (2005) expressed their frustration 
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in trying to find a functional conceptualisation of identity for the analytical work in their empirical 

study. Therefore, and with this in mind, this article offers a site ontological perspective grounded in 

practice theory. Like others who have taken a socio-cultural identity lens to consider the social and 

cultural contingencies and exigencies of practice (e.g., Wortham, 2004), this article provides an 

account of practices that are site based and nuanced in their conduct and influence. However, unlike 

socio-cultural views where identity is developed through site based practices (e.g., Hand & Gresalfi, 

2015; Lave & Wenger, 1991), a site ontological practice perspective understands identity as enabled 

and constrained participation in the happeningness of site based activities. So, while still broad and 

somewhat ephemeral, we see that one who engages in mathematical practices (whether in the school 

classroom or the academics office) has a mathematical identity – a mathematician is one who 

practices mathematics.  

There is no shortage of debate and research about the efficacy and influence of mathematics 

pedagogy on student learning and achievement; and as is clear from this special issue, there is a 

growing interest in its connection to the concept of identity in mathematics education research 

(Darragh, 2016). To address these ideas, Lerman (2000) suggested that a “social turn” in the field of 

mathematics education deserved closer attention for examining research evidence for the improved 

teaching and learning of mathematics. During the same period, philosopher Schatzki (2001) talked 

about a “practice turn” in social theory, and relatedly, referred to ‘practices as the site of the social’ 

(Schatzki, 2002). These two features of social life are not necessarily related historically, but taken 

together this article provides an alternative view of identity in mathematics education that draws on 

a socially grounded practice perspective.  The article aims to contribute, in part, to the social practice 

turn in education, where concepts such as identity have been used by social researchers from a range 

of traditions and disciplines (Grootenboer, Smith & Lowrie, 2006) to capture the interconnectedness 

between identity formation, sociality, the site, and practice in the disciplines. 

The investigation here addresses the research question: How can the development of mathematics 

identities be understood as a process of engaging in mathematical practices? To this end, this article 

is organised into three distinct sections – first, a theoretical and philosophical discussion on practice; 

second, a theoretical description on how learning in mathematics can be understood as being “stirred 

into” mathematical practices (Kemmis, Edwards-Groves, Lloyd, Grootenboer, Hardy & Wilkinson, 

2017); and third, an analysis of a primary school mathematics lesson will empirically ground these 

ideas as a case that shows the ways students develop mathematical identities by being stirred into 

characteristic sayings, doings and relatings of mathematics lessons. Results establish that learning 

mathematics arises from being stirred into mathematics practice and identities are expressed in and, 

at the same time, exert pressure on the sayings, doings, and relatings encountered in lessons. 

2. PRACTICE THEORY AND IDENTITY 

In recent years, learning has been reconceptualised by practice theorists (e.g., Lave, 1993; Schatzki, 

2017) interested in confronting the notable underrepresentation and taken-for-grantedness of 

practice as an object of study in educational literature. This trend challenges and questions the 

assumptions, conflations and silences regarding notions of practice, while offering new insights about 

practice as an existential ontological feature of human sociality. Practitioners know, enact, study and 

describe education practices as a complex undertaking and so this requires a theory that allows the 

practitioner, and indeed the researcher, to understand the particularity of the cultural-discursive, 



material-economic, and social-political arrangements that enable and constrain educational work as 

it transpires.  

Learning and identity formation are mutually accomplished social practices (Hand & Gresalf, 2015), 

and so form part of basic part of human existence. To take a social view of learning shifts the focus of 

attention to a site ontological view of social phenomenon (Schatzki, 2017). The implication here is that 

a practice perspective offers alternative insights on learning, where it is viewed as being socially and 

dynamically constituted in sites among people. As Lave and Packer (2008) suggest learning is an 

“ontological transformation” of people engaged in practice. Therefore, understanding learning, from 

a social ontological standpoint, means understanding two things: first, understanding the practices in 

sites in which learning comes to pass (how learners encounter and participate in practices and the 

conditions under which learning happens); and, second, understanding the practices of learning (how 

learners practise learning - both learning practices and substantive practices).  This double idea of 

learning departs from more traditional epistemological or cognitive conceptualisations of learning as 

the acquisition of knowledge. To this portrayal of learning the aim is to redescribe identity as being 

formed in and through participating in learning practices. This is a view that illuminates the critical 

importance of the dynamic and happeningness of the processes of coming to know (that and how and 

self) in practices through participation. This conceptualisation of learning as participatory knowledge 

being mobilised in practices was considered by Kemmis et al. (2017) who, following a Wittgensteinian 

view (1958), suggested learning as being stirred into practices.  

Thus, to understand identity formation as being contingent on being stirred into practices, we need to 

briefly outline a theoretical understanding of practice. According to Kemmis et al. (2014), practices 

are comprised of characteristic sayings, doings and relatings that cohere together, and take shape in 

the actual happenings occurring among interlocutors at the time. These sayings, doings and relatings 

simultaneously unfold intersubjectively and discursively in the conduct and temporal flow of the 

practice in three interdependent ever-present media: in the media of language and thought in 

semantic space, in the media of activity in physical space-time, and in the media of relationships and 

power in social space. To illustrate, in mathematics teaching there is characteristic sayings made 

apparent in language and ways of thinking about mathematical pedagogy (e.g. technical terms such 

as algebra, equations), characteristic doings made apparent in particular actions and activities (e.g., 

solving equations), and characteristic relatings made apparent in ways of relating between the teacher 

and students (e.g. teacher instructing the whole class, students working in groups). These three 

dimensions of practice hang together in the project of teaching students mathematics.  

This view of practice is ontological and emphasises the happeningness of practices in time and space. 

In this way, it is consistent with Sfard and Prusak (2005) who suggested that “identity features 

prominently whenever one addresses the question of how collective discourses shape personal worlds 

and how individual voices combine into the voice of the community” (p. 15). Also, Hand and Gresalfi 

(2015) used activity theory to explore and analyse the interplay of individuals and resources in site 

based mathematical learning activities. As an analytic tool, practice theory is helpful for critically and 

ethnographically examining the complex relationships between learning and teaching as they are 

practised in lessons, and students’ mathematical identities develop as they engage in the practices of 

mathematics.  

3. IDENTITY AND LEARNING AS BEING STIRRED INTO PRACTICES 



What people learn and how people learn are historically assiduous questions for education. Elsewhere 

we have posited that learning is a process of “stirring individuals into practices”, and thus one’s 

identity is formed by being stirred in. Being stirred into practices, learning, and identity, are intricately 

tied together as people, as interlocutors, participate in practices in sites by which they are changed as 

a result. Namely, participation in practices makes ontological transformation possible (Lave & Packer, 

2008). The argument is that learning is a participatory process of initiation into other practices, and 

through this identity formation.  The notion of learning practices has a double meaning:  

1. on the one hand, people are stirred into learning some (other) practices (these are substantive 

practices which draw attention to what people learn about themselves, their skills, capacities, 

competences and abilities; or about a field, a discipline, a topic, a concept); 

2. on the other, people are stirred into practices of learning (these are learning practices which 

draw attention to the practices by which people learn through for instance collaborating, 

listening, communicating, reasoning, problem solving, practising).  

After Schatzki (1996) and Wenger (1998) we broaden the scope here to propose that one’s identity is 

formed within and through participating in practices, and a so-called mathematical identity is 

someone who is stirred into substantive practices and learning practices of mathematics. So, from a 

practice perspective, learning in mathematics is about individuals being stirred into the practices of 

mathematics, and thus developing mathematical identities could be understood as being stirred into 

the practices of mathematics. 

However, separating the practice from the practitioner can be a complex undertaking; indeed, can a 

practice exist without the practitioner? Or, can mathematics practices exist without those who 

practice mathematics? This is a puzzle alluded to by Yeats (1933) when he posed the question “How 

shall we know the dancer from the dance?” Can a dance exist without the dancer? Or in other words, 

how do people become dancers? By engaging in dancing practices. And how does one have an identity 

of a dancer? By engaging in the practices of dancing, by dancing. So, in this vein, we conceptualise 

learning in mathematics and the development of mathematical identities as a function of practising 

mathematics. That is that learning practices form an individual’s identity. And furthermore, we suggest 

that mathematical identities can only be known in the practices of mathematics. This perspective does 

not eschew other epistemological understandings of learning mathematics or mathematical identities, 

but it does provide an alternative view in which the psychological is understood within the social, just 

as the subjective is found in the intersubjective, and the epistemological (i.e., personal or self-

knowledge) is situated in the ontological (Kemmis et al., 2017). 

There are two inter-related dimensions to the ‘societist’ (Schatzki, 2002) argument here – first, 

learning is a process by which learners are stirred into the substantive practices of mathematics; and 

second, learners develop a mathematical identity by engaging in the substantive practices of 

mathematics. We begin with the first aspect. Specifically, this view offers a different appreciation of 

learning from the usual cognitive view of knowledge transfer, rather seeing education not so much 

about learning something per se, but an initiation into practices (Peters, 1964; Smeyers & Burbles, 

2006) through “legitimate peripheral participation” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 27). Of course, the 

seminal work of Lave and Wenger was conducted vis-à-vis learning in work sites, and school 

mathematics classrooms are not necessarily authentic “communities of [mathematical] practice” 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991). Wenger saw learning as social participation in communal activities, where the 

individuals create and recreate their personal and shared identities through their common practices 



(Wenger, 1998; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). So, in the context of learning mathematics in 

a school site, this would mean that the students are ‘learning’ the forms and practices of mathematics 

that characterise the class, and it is worth considering (in another paper) whether these practices are 

useful or desirable.  

At this point it is important to note that the metaphor of ‘stirring in’ could imply some sort of ‘recipe’ 

type approach where the teacher is seen as wielding some large paddle and ‘stirring’ the students into 

the desired practices. In no doubt that in this view there is unequal and differentiated participation 

and practice expertise, but being ‘stirred in’ is more than just a top-down, teacher-dominated 

approach. It is also the case that individuals have agency, in that they can ‘stir’ themselves into 

practices that they encounter afresh, by a range of learning practices in a community of practice.  

Turning now to the proposition that learners develop a mathematical identity (or identities) by 

engaging in the substantive practices of mathematics, we note that Wenger’s saw the relationship 

between engagement in the activities, and experiences of, a community of practice as being 

connected to the development of individual and collective identities (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 

2002).  As Lave and Wenger (1991) argued:  

The experience of identity in practice is a way of being in the world. It is not equivalent to self-

image … Who we are lies in the way we live day to day, not just in what we think and say about 

ourselves, though that is of course (but only part) of the way we live. (p. 151) 

Indeed, as Wenger (1998) said “there is a profound connection between identity and practice” (p. 

149). Johnston (2004) also draws the connection between identity and practice by suggesting that “as 

children are involved in classroom interactions, they build and try on different identities” (p. 23). He 

goes on to point out that as part of this identity formation a “teachers’ comments [or turns in the 

interaction] can offer children, and nudge them toward, productive identities” (p. 23). Therefore, to 

understand this connection between identity and practice as it relates to mathematics, we need to 

examine how the project of mathematics is done in lessons. The study presented next thus offers an 

account of the intricate relationship between practice, identity and mathematics, in the context of 

lessons. 

To suggest that an identity is grounded in what one does is similarly overly simplistic, and hence the 

view here that developing a mathematical identity comes from engaging or participating in 

mathematical practices which are, at the same time, enabled and constrained by “practice 

architectures” (Kemmis & Grootenboer, 2008). From this perspective we suggest that our identities 

include: how we talk and think about ourselves (sayings) which is shaped by how others (including 

systems and discourses) talk and think about us (cultural-discursive arrangements); how we act and 

what we do (doings) which is shaped by the materials and resources in our practice site (material-

economic arrangements); and, how we relate to others within and beyond the community of practice 

which is shaped by norms of behaviour and site-based hierarchies and structures (social-political 

arrangements).  This “societist” practice view of identity encompasses some of the other psychological 

and sociological understandings of identities, but positions it more in the routine and everyday 

unfolding of life as it is experienced in real-time practice moments.  

4. THE STUDY: DESIGN AND METHOD 



This paper draws on a broader four-year nationally funded critical ethnographic qualitative study 

investigating issues in educational practices (for details see Kemmis et al., 2014) as they happen in 

schools, as sites of a complex of social practices (Schatzki, 2002). Specifically, the study examined how 

various kinds of teaching and student learning practices in five demographically different schools in 

two districts in two Australian states (NSW and QLD) were shaped by particular cultural-discursive, 

material-economic and social-political arrangements that existed within and beyond them, and how 

these related to one another and to other practices in the school district (like leading and professional 

learning). Schools implementing interesting or innovative education and development programs were 

invited to participate in the study based on recommendations from district office personnel. Data 

included interviews and focus groups with teachers, students, principals and district officers along 

with professional development sessions and observations of classroom lessons; only two of 14 lessons 

were focused on mathematics (others included science and English). Empirical data for this article are 

drawn from a recorded, transcribed and analysed Grade 6 elementary class mathematics lesson 

focused on decimal fractions; it was an ‘ordinary’ lesson – the sort students experience every day. The 

lesson was conducted in a standard classroom in a rural town in regional Australia. Informed consent 

to conduct the study was sought, and permission to photograph and record the lesson was granted 

by the relevant stakeholders – system departments, school principals, teachers, students and their 

parents.  

The article presents a single case analysis of one mathematics lesson which was selected because it 

had a significant proportion of audible dialogue, and so was amenable to investigation vis-à-vis 

interactions and dialogue (noting the other lesson was mainly group work and as such the audio across 

the recording was less clear). After an initial examination of the overall lesson, a detailed examination 

of emerging categories to discern relevant themes was conducted. The particular excerpts presented 

are drawn from the initial introductory whole-class review phase of the lesson before the students 

were set to independent work.  A ‘thinking with theory’ approach to data analysis was applied (Jackson 

& Mazzei, 2017), thus analysis was guided by the dimensions of practice to distil the interconnectivities 

between practices (sayings, doings and relatings) and the practice conditions reported and observed 

at each site. Furthermore, the data were also interrogated deductively by looking for instances relating 

to learning and identity that emerged. Specifically, in this instance, following a particularistic 

ontological perspective, an idiographic single case analysis was used to provide an “empirically-rich, 

context-specific, holistic account” (May, 2011, p. 226) of the phenomenon of learning practices and 

identity development in mathematics lessons. Here a fine-grained interaction analysis of sequences 

of talk-in-interaction (Schegloff, 2007) in the single case establishes more dynamic understandings of 

practicing mathematics in lessons. Interaction analysis of the transcript of a single case therefore 

allows for the thorough analysis of the complex, nuanced and particularistic nature of distinct 

phenomena (Gerring, 2004; Heyd-Metzuyanim & Sfard, 2012) and enables what Geertz (1973) 

described as empirically “thick descriptions” to be elucidated, regardless of how humble the occasion 

or trivial the pursuit (Schegloff, 1987). More specifically, it provides scope for identifying the nuanced 

locally enacted ways identity and learning are accomplished interactionally and intersubjectively in 

lesson practices.   

5. LEARNING AND IDENTITY IN THE PROJECT OF DOING MATHEMATICS: THE CASE STUDY, 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 



In this section we present empirical material aimed at establishing the connections between learning, 

identity and practice as it relates to mathematics pedagogy. We draw on Johnston’s (2004, p.23) 

framing of identity and practice in this way: that children in mathematics lessons are people who say 

mathematical sort of things [sayings], do mathematical sort of things [doings] and relate to people 

and things in mathematical sorts of ways [relatings]. To do this we examine the doing of mathematics 

as it happened in an ordinary everyday mathematics lesson. In many ways the lesson is unremarkable; 

this in itself was important for examination because students in lessons typically participate in lessons 

of this kind. Drawing on the opening consecutive sequences of talk-in-interaction that begun with a 

35-minute revision of content from the previous day’s lesson (representative of the corpus of talk 

produced in this mathematics lesson), how learning practices are entwined, in practice, with identity 

formation is illuminated. Close analysis of the transcript delineated five central interconnected themes 

that will be treated in turn: learning as being stirred into practices, learning as participating in 

practices, learning practices as identify forming, identities as displayed in agentic practices, and 

mathematics identities as displayed intersubjectively in mathematics practices. Although the theory 

of practice architectures was used as a framing tool, these themes emerged from a deductive analysis 

not applied as a priori focus. Transcription conventions are provided as Appendix 1.  

5.1 Material-economic arrangements as prefiguring participation: Learning mathematics as being 

stirred into practices in sites 

For a large period of the lesson, students were seated either on the floor or on their chairs at the front 

of the classroom facing the teacher and the interactive whiteboard (IWB) (see Figure 1). We begin 

with the image as it captures the realities of the site and how particular physical and material 

arrangements set in train the particular ways that the positioning of the students in this classroom 

encounter mathematics and mathematics teaching practices, and produce or display learning 

practices in the ordinariness of their ‘everyday’ lessons. 

 

Figure 1: Mr Brayshaw1 directing student’s attention towards the IWB   

The image clearly makes apparent the ways that teacher and student positioning in the physical space 

establishes how the teacher generally manages and/or mediates the student’s contributions in 

instructional discussions because the students (as a collective) are teacher-facing, and he, in the main, 

                                                           
1 Throughout this article pseudonyms are used. 



directly faces them. It is this embodied positioning that arranges (enables and constrains) particular 

kinds of social-political arrangements that directly influence the lesson talk such as teacher-student 

relationships, the cohorting of students as a cohort, an individual student’s capacity for contributing 

and establishes the teacher’s authoritative role (looking down, facing the cohort, controlling the IWB). 

It is a material-economic arrangement that inextricably influences the ways the students can and do 

participate in the doing of mathematics-in-practice here (in this lesson at this time). Moreover, it 

establishes the interconnectivities between the lesson practices and practice architectures; that is, 

the interconnections between the sayings (what and when the students use mathematical language), 

doings (what mathematics activities are done) and relatings (the relationships and roles of teachers 

students, curriculum) that students encounter and find themselves producing, reproducing, practising 

and identifying with in the lesson. Elsewhere we have described this as the ‘happeningness’ of the 

lesson (Edwards-Groves & Grootenboer, 2017).  

The teacher, Mr Brayshaw, begins the lesson with a revision of concepts addressed in a previous 

lesson. In a highly typical and predictable way, he calls the students to readiness with the statement 

that appears in Excerpt 1. Here, in the introductory discussion, the teacher (Tch) is initiating students 

into the topic or concept for this particular lesson on this occasion.  

Excerpt 1: Revising doing and learning in maths 

1. Tch: Okay, ready˄ (0.1) we’re going to get straight into maths today. So, let’s revise 
what we’re doing in maths and what we’ve learnt about so far through the last 
half of last week and the first part of this week, particularly for people like Jace 
who weren’t here yesterday to see what we did yesterday, I’m sure you’ll get 
up to speed pretty quickly ((Kiri and other students raise their hands as offers 
to respond)) (0.2) Kiri? 

Mr Brayshaw’s invitation to Kiri, who had raised her hand as an indication she knew the answer, was 

a recruitment move to summons a student to remind the cohort what they were “doing in maths” 

(line 2), and to support those who were not there in a prior lesson to “get up to speed” (line 4) by 

stirring them into the lesson. That is, previously absent student’s (people like Jace) attention is tuned 

in or stirred in to the current lesson topic and the activities that develop it; these are ones that were 

prefigured by “what was done so far” (line 2). Kiri’s identity as knower is reinforced by her nomination 

as responder, although she was among a number of students who also put their hands up to indicate 

their willingness to participate on this occasion. The matter of other students’ knowing or not knowing 

here is relegated to a participatory practice; that is, that hand raising for these students indicates they 

know how to participate as a student in this class (regardless of whether or not they know the ‘answer’ 

deemed correct by the teacher) because participation is expected. It could be argued then, that Kiri's 

hand raising can at best be seen as an indicator of Kiri as ‘willing participator’ knows how student 

learning practices are displayed. Nonetheless, what is being said and done as revising practices is made 

locally relevant in the sense that it is this teacher and these students participating in this lesson. 

Thisness influences the local accomplishment of how and what students bring into being what they 

understand mathematics (and learning mathematics) to be, and what their relationship to it might be; 

that is, how they identify as students (more generally), and as students in mathematics lessons as 

found in this instance. Kiri’s hand raising (line 6) to offer a response to the teacher’s (present) request 

for a restatement of what happened in the previous lesson also demonstrates the ways that the 

practices of students, like Kiri, are prefigured by previously experienced practices, and are anticipated 



to be taken into future episodes. Mathematics learning, thus, is contingent on prior encounters in 

sites, it is dynamic, evolutionary and historically prefigured by past practices as students, as students 

in this classroom and as students in mathematics lessons. 

 

5.2 Learning as doing: Participating in sayings, doings and relatings in physical space-time 

In this case, learning mathematics means participating in temporal discursive practices whereby what 

is learnt in a previous lesson about decimal fractions connects to what is and will done and spoken 

about in subsequent lessons. Excerpt 2 provides the brief sequence of introductory turns in the lesson. 

Closely examining the sequence of the turns that teachers and students take in lessons such as this, 

provides insights into the ways they, through their talk and interaction, make different aspects of the 

practice salient and relevant as they participate (Edwards-Groves, 2017).  

Excerpt 2: Decimal fractions and whole numbers  

2. Kiri:  decimal fractions= 
3. Tch:  =okay, thanks Kiri, so [we’re looking at decimal fractions so far in the last three 

lessons or so? 
4. Kiri:             [we learnt parts that you do, a whole number then 

you have parts of a number, small parts of a whole number.  
5. Tch: okay Kiri, yep you got this (0.1) they’re to do with parts of a whole number˄ is 

that what you’re saying? 
6. Kiri: yep 
7. Tch: that’s right.  

The brief sequence of turns between Mr Brayshaw and Kiri in Excerpt 2 also demonstrates how lessons 

like this are comprised of participating in sayings (evident in the technical language of mathematics 

like decimal fractions (turns 2 and 3), whole numbers or parts of numbers (turns 4 and 5), and 

pedagogical language like lessons (turns 3) or learning and getting up to speed); in doings (evident in 

the activities of revising through question-answer sequences or sitting on the floor facing the teacher 

and the IWB), and in relatings (raising hands to indicate knowing, teacher nominating students to take 

a turn, persons interrupting a previous speaker). However, these descriptions make it also apparent 

that participating in mathematics lessons may or may not be entirely substantively mathematical, but 

that some practices involve learning practices whereby students are being stirred into practices of 

being students (or displaying and producing student-like actions) which probably do not differ from 

the practices encountered in other disciplines. So as Lave and Wenger (1991) note, students like Kiri 

and her class group of Grade 6 students experience their student identity in practices (or sayings, 

doings and relatings), as a way of being in the world of being mathematics students. 

5.3 Substantive mathematics and student learning practices as identify forming 

Continuing with the examination of Excerpt 2 (above), we suggest that Kiri’s hand raising action and 

her subsequent response “decimal fractions” (turn 2 in the excerpt above) shows how in the doing of 

this lesson practice she identifies: i) as a student (by demonstrating compliance with an established 

school-type pedagogical routine) responding to a teacher question; and ii) as a knower of mathematics 

by confidently producing the response “decimal fractions”. These responses make apparent how Kiri’s 

identity is being formed and reinforced through participating in the practices of this lesson. This is 

further evident in the next turn (turn 4). Here Kiri self-initiated an extended turn by continuing her 



yet-unfinished response to overlap with (or interrupt) Mr Brayshaw’s confirmation of her correct 

response (signified by the [ symbol; see turns 3 and 4 above). This interruption was legitimated by the 

teacher who, in turn 5, accepted Kiri’s extended contribution. This action provides evidence of how 

the student Kiri displays her agency (by interrupting the teacher to continue her answer) and her 

identity as a confident mathematics practitioner at this given moment. What is also interesting in this 

instance is that Mr Brayshaw, although in the power position of the teacher, through his own actions 

reinforces and to a degree even elevates Kiri’s status or identity as a knower and mathematician. He 

does this through: first, enabling her to finish her turn; and second, providing a positive feedback turn 

“yep you got this” which was then followed by a clarifying question to her “is that what you’re 

saying?”. This means in practice, Mr Brayshaw’s actions form practice architectures (or influential 

arrangements) that reinforce Kiri’s identity.  

As the lesson unfolds temporally and discursively through further sequences of interactions 

(presented in Excerpt 3 below), the students as a cohort are stirred into substantive practices 

(displaying knowing about particular things about decimal fractions and place value) and learning 

practices (displaying practices about contributing, communicating, thinking specifically, answering 

questions, elaborating on ideas, visualising, and so on). Turn 8 indicates how the teacher makes 

relevant learning, knowing and thinking mathematically in the next series of turns. 

Excerpt 3: Whole numbers, decimal points and place value  

8. Tch: okay, what else have we learnt?  Do else do we know? Think specifically  
((points to Jen who is bidding for a turn by flagging her raised hand)) 

9. Jen:  after the whole number, there’s tenths, hundredths and thousandths. 
10. Tch:  okay, but what do we call that ((pointing to the decimal point))?  We’ve got 

the whole numbers, then we have what?  A˄  
11. Ss:  decimal [point. 
12. S1:  [decimal point, then tenths 
13. Tch:  decimal point, and then we have the something after a decimal point (0.2) 

it’s got a special name and you’ve heard it before ((points to Josh who had his 
hand raised)). 

14. Josh: place value? 
15. Tch:  place value, okay Josh (0.2) so we’re pretty good with knowing the place value 

for whole numbers 
In this excerpt learning practices appear as identity forming. Like Kiri in the previous segment, Jen (in 

turn 9) and Josh (in turn 14) are demonstrating their student identity by signalling to the teacher 

through the bidding action that they ‘know the answer’. Like Josh in turn 14, Jen’s response (turn 9) 

lays out her mathematical knowledge in the use of specific technical language “whole number, tenths, 

hundredths and thousandths” but her more extended response also demonstrates her knowledge of 

mathematical concepts evident in the use of the word “after” that indicates knowing that order is 

relevant when discussing decimals.  

Considering learning practices influence and reveal identity (as shown above), what happens next is 

interesting. Although Jen’s response (in turn 9), like the student response in turn 12 (S1), appear 

mathematically correct to a practitioner, these were not deemed right by the teacher at that point in 

the lesson. This was evidenced by Mr Brayshaw’s next turn (turn 10) that accepted Jen’s response in 

a cursory fashion with the term “okay”; then this followed with “but” that subsequently called for the 

particular answer that he had in his mind (that is, he was looking for the answer decimal point). What 



this shows is that learning practices necessitate being taken up, approved or endorsed by the teacher 

(as illustrated in the teachers repetition of the ‘correct’ response decimal point in turn 13). This means 

that in learning practices students also need to display knowledge that their responses are required 

to be offered in the position-relevant spot as deemed by the teacher (Edwards-Groves & Davidson, 

2017). Whilst these descriptions may seem simplistic, we argue, it is through lesson practices like this 

that one’s identity as a learner and practitioner of mathematics are shaped. We conclude that this 

kind of teacher talk move shows the ways that teacher’s own actions in lesson practices form practice 

architectures that enable and constrain student’s learning and identity formation. 

5.4 Identities as displayed in substantive practices 

The next excerpt (that follows directly on from the previous example), provides an example of how 

identities are displayed in and through agentic practices. The teacher, at this point, returns to Jen’s 

response made earlier (in turn 9), which in many ways serves to reinstate her mathematical identity.   

Excerpt 4: Place value, tenths, hundredths and thousandths   

16. Tch:  now, Jen’s just told us the place value to how many places? 
17. Ss:  three  
18. Tch:  which is all we’ve been covering (0.1) okay, and the first place value is? 
19. Ss:  tenths. 
20. Ss: tens  
21. Tch:  tens or tenths? 
22. Ben: tenths 
23. Tch:  that’s right, why is it called tenths and not tens Ben? 
24. Ben: because it’s part of a whole. 
25. Tch:  part of a whole, and if it’s tenths what do we visualise what we’re doing 

when we look at tenths?  We’re splitting the whole thing into? 
26. Ben: ten pieces=  
27. Max: =no ten parts (0.1) not pieces (0.1) ten equal parts 
28. Ben: that’s right, [parts 
29. Tch:           [ten pieces, parts, equal parts yes good clarifying Max. So if you’ve 

got three tenths, how many of those pieces, parts have you got? 
30. Jase: three out of ten  
31. Tch:  you know this, three out of a possible ten, good answer Jase.   

What’s the next place value? 
32. Cam: hundredths. 
33. Tch:  hundredths.  Zac, what’s another one? 
34. Zac:  thousands. 
35. Tch:  thousands or thousandths?  
36. Zac:  oo:oh th, thousandths, now I get it. 

 
In this segment, student mathematics identities and agency are evident in several instances. For 

example, Ben provided an extended response (in turn 24) to explain the difference between tens and 

tenths, which was continued after the teacher requested him to “visualise tenths” (this point is raised 

again later in the lesson as students were asked to visualise a piece of pizza cut into a hundred pieces 

to represent fractions). Then, in turn 27 Max interrupted Ben to recommend the correct terminology 

“ten equal parts”; this is an interactive move by Max that reveals that in this classroom the students 

have a shared responsibility and indeed agency in contributing to building understandings about 



particular concepts in focus in the lesson. Both Ben (in turn 28) and Mr Brayshaw (in turn 29) endorse 

Max’s clarification by repeating the correct mathematical term. These practices are site based and 

locally enacted and understood in this classroom as being acceptable ways of displaying mathematics 

practices (both learning and substantive practices).  

The role of the local site for producing and displaying learning is also revealed in the sequence of turns 

between 31 and 36.  This is apparent in Zac’s final exclamation “now I get it”. This turn reveals how the 

interactions encountered in this particular lesson in this particular classroom ontologically accomplish 

recognisable moments of learning – and that these are contingent on the actual practices that are 

happening in the site. What these examples illustrate how learning practices in lessons show 

ontological transformations.  

5.5 Mathematics identities as displayed intersubjectively in mathematics practices 

Learning as intersubjective meaning making is displayed in the talk and interactions that constitute 

lessons (Kemmis et al, 2014); and closely examining these turn-by-turn interactions via transcript 

technologies also reveals the nuanced locally enacted ways that the talk and interaction create 

meanings reflecting disciplinarity (Edwards-Groves & Davidson, 2017). Indeed, increased scrutiny of 

their interaction practices, reveals the ways teachers and students in lessons are co-participants in 

interlocutory activities of meaning making (Kemmis et al., 2014, p. 25). Using empirical material 

(provided in Excerpt 5) this section describes the ways that students’ mathematics identities is 

contingent on how the teacher and students as interlocutors in interactions in lessons create and 

reflect mathematics practices.  As the lesson continues, what becomes noticeable are the ways 

intersubjectivity is necessary for making mathematical meanings.  In turn, making mathematical 

meanings not only displays, but is necessary for, identity.  

 
Excerpt 5: Numbers, numerals and displaying mathematical identities   

37. Tch: that’s right, okay.  If I have a number such as ((teacher points the number 
14.658 on the board)), how would you say that number Myli? ((nominates)) 

38. Myli: fourteen and six tenths, fifty hundredths and eight thousandths 
39. Tch: ri:ght (0.2) What do you notice that Myli’s done that’s different when she 

says this number ((points to the 14)) compared to the numbers or the 
numerals after the decimal point? 

40. Jeb:  [she didn’t say it as a whole number (0.1) she said each part ((quietly)) 
41. S1: [it’s not six hundred and fifty-eight thousandths  
42. Tch: she said each individual part as a numeral, right Jeb okay. And is that 

how we express decimals when we speak them Jeb? 
43. Jeb:  no, it’s like, fourteen point [six five eight 
44. Myli:         [oo:oh yeah, that’s right six five eight= 
45. S2: =say the point, then the individual numbers  
46. Tch: alright, spot on.  Like we did an activity the day before yesterday, where they 

gave you a number such as this and you had to write it in words and some 
people wrote the numerals fourteen, six, five, eight, but we wanted you to go 
beyond that, because what was the point of that activity?  What was it getting 
you to show˄ Liza? 

47. Liza: that you knew where tenths, hundredths and thousands [were= 
48. Tch:         [thousandths= 
49. Liza: =thousandths were. 



50. Tch: that’s alright, good work.  Okay so how did you write it?  How was it different  
when you wrote it, compared to the way Myli just said it? 

51. S3:  I know it, you go fourteen point six, five, eight, that’s easy 
52. Tch: That’s right, okay, because that’s what we’ve got there  

fourteen point six, five, eight although we know that means fourteen whole 
numbers and 658 thousandths. Alright so there’s a subtle difference, little bit of 
confusion but we hopefully sorted that out.….  ((lesson continues)) 

Mr Brayshaw begins this phase of the lesson with a request for students to read the number 14. 658 

(turn 37).  Myli’s incorrect response (later named as a confusion by the teacher in turn 52) was taken 

up as a point for clarification for the class. In the next sequence of student turns, Jeb (in turns 40 and 

43), S1 (turn 41) and S2 (turn 45) demonstrate: i) their mathematical knowledge, ii) that making 

meaning of the mathematical task and concepts was central to the practice, and iii) that they were 

demonstrating that they are practitioners of mathematics. Making meaning through clarifying was 

subsequently recognised by Myli (in turn 44) whose exclamation “oo:oh yeah, that’s right” is an 

acknowledgment that the previous contributions provoked her recall and so the correctness of her 

initial answer. These turns show that Myli was being stirred into producing a correct mathematical 

response; that is, through learning practices (and being stirred into them) substantive mathematical 

practices are made possible.  

As the sequence of turns proceed in the activity or doings of the lesson, it becomes evident that it is 

these turns of talk that create the semantic space for the students to come to understand more clearly 

(and substantively) about how to express decimals in both oral and print forms. It is an example that 

shows the ways that as interlocutors (persons present engaging in the discussion) the students and the 

teacher, through their actions and interactions, make meaning of one another and of the mathematic 

concepts in question. This is reinforced invariably across the reminder of the transcript (see Liza’s and 

S3’s responses in turns 47, 49, 51). What this excerpt of talk also reveals is that students’ individual 

mathematics identities are intersubjectively and collectively formed, and so displayed, as the 

conversation unfolds in turn-by-turn sequences. Here it is evident that the teacher treats these 

students, in this part of the lesson, as practitioners of mathematics by acknowledging and reinforcing 

‘correct’ mathematical contributions yet at the same time maintains the teacher-student role (evident 

in the fact he takes almost every second turn, generally directs the conversation and usually nominates 

the next speaker).  

The extracts, as a collection of sequential lesson segments, show the ways that in practices developing 

mathematics identities is more that an internally developed epistemological phenomenon, but that it 

involves participating intersubjectively in a complex of substantive mathematical practices and student 

learning practices over time, in situations like lessons. Even in the very ordinariness of lesson like the 

one presented in this article, it is evident that mathematics identities (to greater and lesser degrees) 

emerge in the sayings, doings, and relatings found in lesson practices. Here, it is evident through 

student’s linguistic practices (sayings) they are knowing mathematics, doing mathematics and relating 

to mathematical ideas in the sequential courses of action that unfold temporally, discursively and 

ontologically across the lesson. Thisness is a concept that points to the site based participatory nature 

of practices, and how participation through being stirred in to practices is intricately related to what 

and how one identifies as being a practitioner of mathematics at the time.  



As shown in the empirical examples, separating identity and agency from participating in practices is, 

in many ways, a complex analytic task. Data show how, in practices (or sayings, doings and relatings), 

identity formation is mutually accomplished (Hand & Gresalf, 2015). We argue further, however, that 

mathematical identities, agency and learning practices are socially produced in the moment by being 

stirred into both substantive practices and learning practices; these are mutually informing and 

generative over time (across any singular lesson but also over different sequences of lessons or units 

of work). Returning to what Johnston (2004) suggests, children in mathematics lessons are people who 

say mathematical sort of things (sayings), do mathematical sort of things (doings) and relate to people 

and things in mathematical sorts of ways (relatings) (p.23). We further argue that student’s identities 

are produced intersubjectively (in the company of others) through interactive processes that stir them 

into the project of doing mathematics. 

6. CONCLUSION 

To ground the perspective of mathematics learning here we have provided an analysis of the lesson 

transcript of a regular everyday-type elementary school mathematics lesson. Through this analysis we 

delineated five central, but interconnected, themes: (1) learning as being stirred into practices; (2) 

learning as participating in practices; (3) learning practices as identify forming; (4) identities as 

displayed in agentic practices; and, (5) mathematics identities as displayed intersubjectively in 

mathematics practices. By drawing on a somewhat mundane example of classroom mathematics 

learning, we have shown how the relevance of the practice-perspective of identity development is 

grounded in the routine experiences of mathematics education; that is, as identity-in-practice. From 

this perspective, students, like Kiri and her classmates, in practice (in mathematics lessons) 

simultaneously reveal their mathematical identities at the same time as they show their identities as 

students, and in terms of mathematics education it is difficult to disentangle these two. 

In this article we have tried to broaden the scope and understanding of identity, particularly related 

to mathematics learning, by proposing that one’s identity is formed within and through begin stirred 

into mathematics practices – both the substantive practices of mathematics and learning practices of 

mathematics. Put simply, we argue that one with a mathematical identity is someone who is stirred 

into both substantive mathematics practices (what is being learned) and learning practices of 

mathematics (how it is being learned). Thus, the purpose of mathematics education must be to 

provide the practice architectures (the conditions and arrangements), which enable learners to 

participate and engage in substantive mathematical practices, and so foster robust and healthy 

mathematical identities. This perspective of mathematics education and identity development does 

not eschew other views and theories, but does perhaps provide an alternative ontological 

understanding that is grounded in the happeningness of learning mathematics.  
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APPENDIX A: Key to Jefferson Notation Symbols 

The following transcription symbols used in the transcript have been adapted from Jefferson’s 

notation system.   

Atkinson, J. M., & Heritage, J. (1984). Jefferson’s transcript notation. In J. M. Atkinson & J. Heritage 

(Eds.), Structures of social action: Studies in conversation analysis (pp. ix-xvi). Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. 

[[ Indicates where participants begin speaking simultaneously 

[ Indicates where participants’ speech overlaps 

] Indicates where participants’ overlapping speech finishes 

= Indicates where participants’ speech follows on from each other without a break, latched 

(.) Indicates a micro interval during participants’ speech 

(0.1) Indicates the length of a participant’s pause (in approximate seconds) 

:: Indicates a prolonged sound in a word (i.e.) scho::ol 

- Indicates where a word is cut off (i.e.) sch- 

˄ Indicates an upward inflexion 

> < Indicates that speech inside the symbols is said by a participant at a faster rate than the 

surrounding speech 

? Indicates where a participant asks a question  

! Indicates excitement in a participant’s speech 

“ ” Indicates where a participant has repeated a previous conversation 

↑ Indicates where the intonation in a participant’s speech rises 

↓ Indicates where the intonation in a participant’s speech falls 

SCH Uppercase words indicate that the participant’s speech is loud (often represents reading) 

Sch Underlining indicates emphasis on a syllable or word 

°   ° Indicates that speech inside the symbols is spoken softly (i.e.) °school° 

.hhh Indicates a participant’s audible inhalation    

hhh Indicates a participant’s audible exhalation 

(h) Indicates breathiness in participants’ responses, that could be laughter 

((  )) Provides a description of the verbal and non-verbal actions of participants 

(    ) Indicates where a participant’s speech could not be heard 

(~) Indicates the rise and fall of intonation in melodious speech (like singing) 

 


